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ABSTRACT
Applying performance models to evaluate component-based
enterprise applications in practice is becoming more and
more difficult with an increasing organizational complex-
ity. Components can be governed by different organiza-
tional units, are subject to a continuous shift between life
cycle phases, and exhibit diverging release levels. Creat-
ing and maintaining performance models based on the com-
position of these components can, therefore, represent an
elaborate task. A Performance Model Management Repos-
itory (PMMR) supports managing performance models in
complex enterprise environments. This paper presents the
implementation of a PMMR based on the Palladio Compo-
nent Model (PCM). The PCM meta-model is extended to
enable managing and maintaining multiple versions of com-
ponents and their interfaces. Furthermore, resource demand
specifications derived from different hardware environments
are integrated into the meta-model. The Palladio-Bench is
extended for persisting PMMR elements to EMFStore.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.4 [Performance of Systems]: measurement techniques,
modeling techniques

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
Managing and maintaining performance models of compo-

nent-based enterprise applications is elaborate and influ-
ences the adoption rate of performance models in the indus-
try. Modeling components and their relationships becomes
increasingly difficult due to constant evolution in terms of
architecture, governance and life cycle [4]. Complex sys-
tem of systems architectures imply an increased number of

components and dependencies. Individual components can
be under the control of different teams within one or more
organizations. Components can adhere to diverging release
cycles or be situated in different life cycle phases. As a
consequence, performance models need to support a concur-
rent access of multiple teams and users. The concept of the
unique identity of a component is replaced by the existence
of multiple versions of a component at the same time. Also,
resource demands of components specified in performance
models need to support their representation for different
hardware environments. The Performance Model Manage-
ment Repository (PMMR) proposed in [3] aims at providing
a solution for these challenges. The envisioned solution uses
the Palladio Component Model (PCM) as meta-model em-
ploying the Palladio-Bench as PMMR client and EMFStore1

as PMMR server. However, the current implementation of
PCM doesn’t support the core features of the PMMR. PCM
model artifacts are stored in flat files making a concurrent
access difficult. PCM repository components and interfaces
don’t provide any versioning mechanism. Resource demands
associated with repository components are specified for a
specific hardware environment. This work presents exten-
sions to the PCM meta-model and the Palladio-Bench re-
quired by a PMMR.

2. EXTENSIONS TO THE PALLADIO COM-
PONENT MODEL

Extensions to the PCM meta-model consist of classes added
to the underlying Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF)2 model.
All extensions are grouped in a new subpackage called pmmr.
Thus, existing PCM models and editors don’t need to be
adapted. This work is based to the PCM version 3.4.1.

2.1 Versioning of Components and Interfaces
The evolution and versioning of software systems consti-

tutes the focus of software configuration management (SCM).
In SCM the term version is used on different abstraction lev-
els. Version control systems such as Subversion3 or EMFS-
tore record changes to software artifacts or model elements
and produce implicit versions [5]. In contrast, explicit ver-
sions of software artifacts are defined as part of a release
management [8]. With regard to the nature of a change,
interface and implementation versioning are distinguished
[2]. Interface versioning reflects changes in the interaction of

1http://www.eclipse.org/emfstore/
2http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
3https://subversion.apache.org



components, while implementation versioning reflects changes
in the source code of a component. A PMMR requires the
existence of explicit versions to support specifying and main-
taining different releases of components and interfaces simul-
taneously within an enterprise, as depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Example for versioning of components and
interfaces (adapted from [8])

The extensions applied to the PCM meta-model for sup-
porting the versioning of components and interfaces in a
PMMR are depicted in Figure 2. The contents of a PMMR
are subordinated to an Application element. Component
and interface version specifications are organized in a hier-
archical structure of Package elements. Packages represent
a set of related version specifications and can be defined
arbitrarily by PMMR users. Thus, version specifications
can be grouped by any criteria, such as release, component
name or organizational unit. ComponentVersion and In-
terfaceVersion represent the specification of a version and
inherit common attributes from the abstract class Version-
Spec. Version specifications contain information such as a
version identifier, references to previous or subsequent ver-
sions and references to branched or merged versions. The
usage of generic types enforces that these relationships can
exist only between elements of the same class.

Figure 2: PCM meta-model extensions for managing
component and interface versions

2.2 Central Repository for Components
The management of PCM components constitutes the main

functionality of a PMMR and its implementation is highly
influenced by technical limitations imposed by the PCM
meta-model, the Palladio-Bench and EMFStore. Compo-
nents are represented in PCM as BasicComponent elements
and interfaces as OperationInterface elements which are both
contained in a Repository. As a result, these elements can-
not be contained by any other class in an EMF model. How-
ever, standard editors generated by EMF only support cre-
ating and displaying these elements when a containment re-

lationship exists. Therefore, the existing container has to be
reused to enable proper editing components and interfaces.

Figure 3 depicts the extensions (represented as colored
boxes) added to existing PCM meta-model elements (rep-
resented as white boxes). ComponentVersion and Inter-
faceVersion extend the existing BasicComponent and Oper-
ationInterface elements. Therefore, these elements combine
both the implementation and the versioning of components
and interfaces. Because components and interfaces can be
subsumed by merging multiple versions to one entity or di-
vided by branching of one version into multiple entities, the
identity of components and interfaces can change over time.
The meta-model extension does, therefore, not support a
version-independent entity representing the identity of com-
ponents or interfaces.

The Package element extends the existing Repository ele-
ment. Components and interface implementations can, thus,
be organized in a hierarchical package structure avoiding
storing them in one large collection.

Figure 3: PCM meta-model extensions for managing
components and interfaces in a PMMR

PMMR contents are persisted in EMFStore and are or-
ganized in projects. Each project consists of an Application
element and its contained elements. The Palladio-Bench is
extended to support connecting to EMFStore for checking
out local copies of projects. A user management for re-
stricting the access to the PMMR is also provided. Changes
applied to the contents of local projects are tracked and can
be committed to the repository server by users.

Another implication of the existing containment relation-
ship between BasicComponent and Repository is that a com-
ponent instance can be contained by only one repository in-
stance. Thus, the same component instance managed by
a PMMR cannot be added to any other local PCM repos-
itory models for conducting simulations, which is contrary
to the basic idea of a PMMR. One solution for this would
be to implement a wrapper class which is added to each
repository instance and passes attribute values between the
caller and the component instance. However, due to the con-
tainment relationship between a component and its subor-
dinated ServiceEffectSpecification elements, the serialization
of the wrapper object is not performed correctly. Another
drawback to this approach is that all methods of the gen-
erated wrapper implementation have to be manually over-
written. Our proposed solution to support adding a compo-
nent instance to multiple repository models, is to create ob-
ject clones and keeping them synchronized with the PMMR.
Updates to a component instance are propagated to all af-
fected PCM repository models. Editing is, however, only
supported within the PMMR project.



2.3 Handling Resource Demands
Components managed by a PMMR can specify resource

demands measured in a specific hardware environment. Users
of the PMMR must, however, be able to use these compo-
nents for any performance evaluations which specify a dif-
ferent hardware environment. Therefore, resource demands
of components stored in a PMMR are specified relative to
a hardware benchmark score. This enables setting hetero-
geneous hardware environments in relation and to convert
resource demands. During the check-out of a component
version, resource demands are converted with respect to a
target hardware environment.

Each component version managed by a PMMR can spec-
ify resource demands for several ProcessingResourceType ob-
jects, such as central processing unit (CPU) and hard disk
drive (HDD). The Palladio-Bench provides a predefined set
of instances of this class which are used for the specification
of resource demands. As a result, a PMMR should not man-
age own instances, otherwise a mapping to the predefined
resource types would be necessary during each check-in and
check-out. Instead, the predefined instances are imported
and reused.

Figure 4: PCM meta-model extensions for managing
resource demands

Figure 4 depicts the extensions applied to the PCM meta-
model for handling resource demands from different hard-
ware environments. The PMMR contains a set of Resource-
Instance elements representing specific hardware resources,
of a certain processing resource type such as CPU, which are
manufactured by a specific hardware vendor. Each resource
instance contains a BenchmarkScore element. A benchmark
score specifies the performance achieved by a specific hard-
ware resource while executing a specific task. ResourceIn-
stance objects are contained in the BenchmarkRepository.
During check-in of a new ComponentVersion object, the user
has to specify resource instances describing the hardware
environment where resource demands were collected. When
checking out a component to a local PCM repository model
the benchmark scores are used to convert resource demands
with respect to a specified target hardware environment.

3. RELATED WORK
A number of approaches propose means for versioning

model artifacts. Existing approaches address both models
in general [1] and domain specific models. An approach for
versioning of Unified Modeling Language (UML) models is
proposed by Murta et al. [6]. Roshandel et al. [7] propose
an approach for managing the evolution of software archi-
tectures. However, none of the approaches address require-
ments arising from the management of performance models.

The Performance Knowledge Base (PKB) proposed by
Woodside et al. [9] is closely related to the PMMR. The
PKB intends to store knowledge resulting from performance
evaluations over time and over system versions. Instead of
managing performance models, the PKB is intended to store
measurements and prediction results. According to the au-
thors, such a PKB should be able to construct performance
models on demand.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we have presented extensions to the PCM

meta-model required for implementing the PMMR proposed
in [3]. These extensions enable managing versions of com-
ponents and interfaces in a central repository server and
handling resource demands for different hardware environ-
ments.

The proposed implementation of a PMMR employs sev-
eral existing methods, techniques and tools which were al-
ready evaluated for similar purposes. Future work will fo-
cus on evaluating the integrated solution in an experimental
setup observing the interaction with users to validate the
feasibility of the approach. Additionally, the integration of
the PMMR with approaches producing or consuming PCM
models will be addressed.
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